MID WESTERN SHETLAND SHEEPDOG CLUB Open Show 6th March 2022
Thank you so much MWSC for the invite to judge at your friendly well organised show, and my lovely gifts. My
capable stewards kept everything moving smoothly. I was very pleased with the quality of entry which made
for some hard decisions.
PD (3, 2) 1 Stafford’s Rannerdale The Ladykiller. G/S, good eye and ear placement giving a sweet expression
arched neck and level topline, moved adequately and beautifully presented and shown. BPD.
JD (4, 3) 1 Sutherland’s Shelcrest Winter Solstice. Sable with a pleasing head and expression. Flowing outline
and soundly constructed, just needs a bit more reach in front but well presented.
YD (3, 1) 1 Bendelow’s Amethrickeh Mysuntime. Lovely boy with a sweet expression, sound construction
fore/aft which showed in his lithe movement. 2 Sutherland’s Shelcrest Winter Solstice.
GD (2, 1) 1 Sutherland’s Shougies Starmaker. Tri, lovely mould head with masculine expression. Well
constructed with a good bone, also well presented. 2 Barrowclough’s Shadowness Lockdown Hero. S/boy, not
as forward as winner, sweet expression and very responsive to the handler and well presented.
PGD (3) 1 Walker’s Tooralies Pie In The Sky. S/S, correct wedge head, sweet yet a masculine expression. Has a
good shoulder placement and strong hindquarters which showed in his flowing movement. Well presented
and shown. 2 Lycett’s Iliad Isle Delight. S/W, a nice young man who needs to mature, beautifully shown and
presented. 3 Bendelow’s Pitch Perfect At Amethrickeh.
LD (5, 2) 1 Fisher’s Shellamoyed Gold Fever. G/S boy beautiful wedge head and dark eyes, smooth cheeks
topped by neat responsive ears. Super shape arched neck and level top line, well angulated fore/aft giving lithe
movement with drive from the rear. Beautifully presented and shown, pleased to award BD and BIS. 2
Chatterley’s Silver Coin. B/M, lovely size, refined head with sweet expression. Soundly constructed and moved
out with drive also well presented. 3 Sutherland’s Shelcrest Winter Solstice.
OD (3, 2) 1Stafford’s Ch Rannerdale Showmaster Jw. S/W a boy with a lovely lean wedge head, his correct dark
eye placement gives him such a sweet expression correct front and hind angulation which gives him effortless
movement. In beautiful coat and condition and such a worthy (Ch RBD), in a hair splitting decision. 2
Sutherland’s Shelcrest Winter Solstice.
VD 1 Saunders’ Chalmoor Shades Of Gold At Fernfrey. S/W a young man in a beautiful coat and condition with
a sweet masculine expression and a lovely outline, also moved soundly.
SOSW 1 Walker’s Tooralie’s Ocho Rios Jw. S/S with a well moulded head and sweet expression, well
constructed and moved with drive, and well presented and shown. 2 Lycett’s Iliad Isle Of Eve. A lovely man
also very shapely and sound on the move, beautifully presented.
SOT/BW (2, 1) 1 Fisher’s Shellamoyed Black Klansman. T/boy, lovely lean head and correct eye and ear
placement which gives him a sweet expression. Sound mover with drive from behind, beautiful coat.
MPB (9, 3) 1 Attwood’s Black Forest At Teriwood. Tri, a lovely feminine baby, pretty head with a sweet cheeky
expression very shapely and well constructed. Moved very well for one so young, stood four square and
showed her charms, well presented. 2 Pearson’s Edglonian Slack Alice. Sable baby with a very sweet
expression, arched neck and very shapely with a long tail. Moved soundly due to her good construction and
beautifully presented. 3 Rowan’s Sonymer Illusive Gold.
PB (7, 3) 1 Stafford’s Rannerdale Queen Of The Dark. A beautiful feminine Tri, correct blunt wedge head a
good eye and ear placement combine to give a sweet expression. Lovely shape combined with a super sweep
over crop and long tail. Correct shoulder and hind angulation enabled her lithe movement, beautifully
presented and showed her charms throughout BPB and BPIS. 2 Saunders’ Tachnamandra Button Moon At
Fernfrey. Tri with a feminine head and a sweet expression very sound in construction which enabled a flowing
movement, also well presented. 3 Smith’s Kiemount Paris Is A Charmer At Bramblecroft.
JB (3, 1) 1 Bray’s Jontygray Trice As Nice By Lianbray. A pretty Tri with a feminine head and a sweet expression,
good shoulder and hind angulation enabling sound movement. Well presented and showed her charms well. 2
Lewthwait’s Rannerdale Not On Your Nelly. Tri in lovely coat and good condition, moved well also very
feminine in outlook.
YB (3, 1) 1 Bendelow’s Amethrickeh Perfect Bell. S/W, upstanding young lady who excels in construction and
outline, also well presented. 2 Smith’s Shellamoyed Blackberry At Bramblecroft. Tri, with a feminine head and
a lovely shape moved adequately, coat harsh and well presented.

NB (3, 1) 1 Ritche’s Jaelis Mystique Obsession. S/W, lovely young lady, pretty wedge head with sweetest
expression. Very sound on the move, for one so young stood and showed her many charms. Beautifully
presented. 2 Saunders’ Tachnamandra Button Moon At Fernfrey. 3 Stafford’s Rannerdale Killer Queen.
GB (8, 1) 1 Barrowclough’s Shadowness True Blue. Blue girl that looked so feminine, lean wedge head, correct
eye, ear placement combines to give sweet expression. Lovely shape and well constructed which showed in
her flowing movement. Coat of clear silvery blue, beautifully presented. RBB. 2 Bendelow’s Channerswick
Lotus Flower. S/W pretty girl with a good head and expression. Shapely outline and moved soundly. 3
Mottram’s Lundecocks There’s No Limit At Lockkaren (Imp Swe).
PGB (7, 2) 1 Jackson’s Key Charm Artic Queen With Gordil. B/M with feminine expression. Lovely bone and
sound in movement finished with a long tail, well presented and shown. 2 Deveson’s Milesend Sea Pearl. S/S,
very pretty bitch with sweet expression, who moved well nicely presented. 3 Tucker’s Letuck Daisy Dream.
LB (4,2) 1 Pesonen’s Tooralie’s No No Nanette. B/W. Lovely bitch such a pretty wedge head and sweet
expression. Excels in shape and so sound fore/aft, her fitting coat gleamed. 2 Lycett’s Iliad Isla Wishes.
OB (4, 3) 1 Deveson’s Janetstown Je Suis Jw ShCM. C/M. Feminine sable bitch, sweet expression and true
wedge head. Overall sound in movement, shapely outline in lovely coat and condition. A really lovely class to
judge needed more cards.
VB (9, 2) Ch Rowancrest Blue Champaigne At Shellamoyed. Blue, feminine, wedge head so sweet in expression
due to correct eye placement and balance of head. Very sound in construction which showed in her lithe
movement. Beautiful colour and well presented coat of correct harsh texture. Just stood and demanded BB +
RBIS. 2 Ritchie’s Jaelis Mystique Reflection JW. S/W a lovely bitch so pretty in head with super expression. Very
shapely outline, moved effortlessly around the ring, well presented and shown. 3 Lycett’s Herds Hallica At Iliad.
SOSW (8,6) 1 Bray’s Lianbray Laced With Gold. S/W bitch, pretty feminine head, dark eye giving a sweet
expression. Arched neck andlevel topline with nice sweep over croup. Good angulation fore/aft, moved with
drive. Well presented and shown. 2 Deveson’s Milesend Sea Pearl.
SOT/BWB 1 Attwood’s Mohnesee Beatrice Black AT Terriwood NAF. Cheeky Tri bitch, very pretty wedge head
with sweet expression. Lovely outline and soundly constructed which showed in here flowing movement. Well
presented and shown. 2 Lewthwait’s Rannerdale Not On Your Nelly.
SOBMB 1 Dawson’s Shellamoyed Simply Heaven. Very attentive blue girl, showing her pretty head and sweet
expression to advantage. Soundly constructed and moved well.
BRACE 1 J & A Lycett. Well matched sables who moved well together, and showed their charms. 2 Bladen.

Judge - Angela Heald

